ABSTRACT
This paper aims to provide an account of our survey on the semiotic nature of the concept of translation among young Polish native speakers. The methodological strategy adopted is a constructive replication of Sandra Halverson’s survey conducted in Norway in 1997. We claim, in our main hypothesis (stemming from a theoretical background of prototype semantics, which we used for measuring our object), that the concept of translation is not uniform and includes different semiotic types of translation, some of which are perceived as central (prototypical), and others as peripheral. According to our additional hypothesis, young Polish native speakers have a broad notion of translation (encompassing a wide range of intralingual and intersemiotic translations), even broader than their Norwegian counterparts, more than twenty years ago. Our data has been collected in 2018 using a seven-item questionnaire (seven different text pairs) with a seven-value scale from 103 subjects. While the main hypothesis has been confirmed, the additional hypothesis was rejected, with Polish respondents conceiving the concept of translation more narrowly. The methodological format of a replication produced an ambivalent effect: on the one hand, it yielded positive incentive, and on the other hand, it became our principal hindrance.
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IZVLEČEK
1. **Introduction: The seminal concept of translation under scrutiny**

A conceptualization of translation, thus “a preliminary opening to the concept” of translation (Pym 2007, 154), has been already much analysed and much discussed in the field of translation studies (TS). A collective volume entitled *Moving Boundaries in Translation Studies*, edited by Dam, Brogger and Zethsen (2019), building on the theme of the 5th Congress of the European Society for Translation Studies (EST) held in September 2016 at Aarhus University, illustrates this inexhaustible interest. However, we may never forget that our discipline does not ‘own’ this concept. As Zwischenberger rightly puts out, “Outside of [TS], the use of the translation concept is not bound to ‘translation proper’ (Jakobson 1959, 232) or to the way in which the concept is used and defined in [TS]” (2017, 388).

Studies on the conceptualization of translation are still being designed, piloted and conducted simply because they are needed – needed by our discipline, by neighbouring disciplines (Zwischenberger 2019), by ourselves and by others.

The concept of translation (its definitions and internal differentiations: classifications and typologies) is the core concept of our discipline, and has in our minds a cognitive, immaterial form, but is expressed and communicated to others in natural languages (or in other semiotic systems) in a fixed, at least for a short while, and material form. Our scientific and academic communication in the field of TS relies on a widely accepted assumption that the closest equivalents of the English concept of translation in other European languages (terms such as *traduction*, *Übersetzung*, *oversettelse*, *tlumaczenie*) denote – more or less – the same concept (Pym 2007, 154), and we have no intention to question this issue here.

What we intend to explore in this study is how the semiotic nature of translation is conceptualized by translation-naïve Polish youth (our object of study and the population are described in section 2) using – as an operationalizing device – a theory of prototype (section 3) and a methodological strategy of constructive replication (section 4). The results are presented in section 6, followed by a discussion (section 7) and concluding remarks (section 8).
In establishing the limits of the concept of translation we are executing a “boundary work” (Grbić, 2011), so characteristic for academic and scientific endeavours. This study is complementary to our previous studies aimed at analysing contemporary ways of conceptualizing the notion of translation in France and Poland formulated by translation practising, professional communities (Kuźnik 2018a, 2018b, 2019a, 2019b, 2019c, submitted [a], submitted [b]).

2. **Semiotic nature of translation perceived by translation-naïve Polish youth**

2.1 Semiotic nature of translation: definitions and classifications

In this study we focus on the semiotic nature of translation understood as a relationship between a source text and a target text (both with their inherent semiotic forms and contents). We are convinced that the semiotic approach to translation is one of the most complete approaches to studying different conceptualizations of the concept (Kuźnik 2018, 494–499).

Particularly useful for our purposes is Gottlieb’s exhaustive taxonomy of translation (2008, 2018). The author supports his typology with illustrative examples and uses the following basic distinctions: intersemiotic vs. intrasemiotic translation; isosemiotic vs. diasemiotic, supersemiotic and hyposemiotic translation; conventionalized vs. adapational translation; and verbal vs. nonverbal translation (Gottlieb 2008, 2018).

The definitions of text proposed by researchers within the semiotic perspective have always been very broad. Halverson defines a text as an “internally coherent semiotic entity” (2000, 5). For Gottlieb, a text is “any combination of sensory signs carrying communicative intention”, and consequently, translation is defined by him as “any process, or product hereof, in which a text is replaced by another text reflecting, or inspired by, the original entity” (Gottlieb 2008, 42; 2018, 47).

The semiotic nature of the conceptualization of translation (definitions and classifications) has already been largely studied in TS, starting from Jakobson’s initial tripartite typology (1959) and its thorough revision by Toury (1986), passing through the hands of many other scholars, mostly those interested in interlingual translation (see e.g. Zethsen 2007, García-Izquierdo and Montalt 2013) and intersemiotic translation, generally associated with audiovisual translation (see e.g. Castro, Olaya and Orrego 2008, 59–62).

For the aims of the present study, we follow Halverson’s proposal, based on the critique of Jakobson’s classification by Toury (see 4.2. below).
2.2 Polish youth in 2018: A multimodal, mobile and inclusive experience of life

Representatives of the youth living in Poland (which became a member of the European Union in 2004) at the end of the first two decades of the twenty-first century may be considered a population which is very familiar with all “ever-increasing communicational output – from cell phone text messages to live multi-media presentations” (Gottlieb 2008, 39) and all types of text transfers included by Gottlieb in his highly comprehensive taxonomy of “multidimensional translations” (Gottlieb 2008, 2018). As Gottlieb states, this typology “provides conceptual tools for dealing systematically with any type of translation encountered in today’s media landscape” (Gottlieb 2008, 40, see also Kuźnik 2018). The current “media landscape” – presented in detail and analysed by Gottlieb – provides young Poles with a very rich, diverse and multimodal experience of life in a globalized world.

Furthermore, Polish young people use the Internet widely in their everyday lives, and as Salmons rightly points out (2015), the Internet operates using very semiotically complex means. By doing so, the Internet fosters our daily exposure to multimodal forms of communication and our experience of multimodal construction of meaning (Salmons 2015, 523).

Alongside new forms of communication and the Internet, young Poles are experiencing an ever increasing mobility inside (and outside) the country, and in this way they acquire a first-hand knowledge of different geographical (dialectal) and social variations of the same language. The current trend of sharing information on social media also has an important added value: e.g., Facebook’s interface is nowadays available in the Silesian dialect, i.e. a West Slavic lect of the Lechitic group present in the south of Poland and spoken in Upper Silesia and, partly, in Czech Silesia, with a strong influence of the German language. This contributes to the young Poles’ awareness of internal linguistic, cultural and social diversity within the Polish borders.

2.3 Semiotically-oriented hypotheses of our study

The three arguments outlined in the previous section (2.2) have made it possible for us to formulate the following two hypotheses:

- our main hypothesis is that the Poles’ concept of translation is not uniform and includes different semiotic types of translation, of which some types are perceived as central (prototypical), and others as peripheral; this hypothesis has its theoretical background in prototype semantics discussed in the next section (see section 3);
and our additional hypothesis posits that in the Polish context the notion of translation is semiotically expanded far “beyond the one-dimensional transfer of a spoken or written message from language A to language B” (Gottlieb 2008, 39), including many objects of intersemiotic and intralingual translations, compared to the conceptualizations of the same notions by young Norwegians in 1997, mainly because of the difference in time between these two populations (21 years, almost a quarter of a century).

Both hypotheses have been operationalized with a conceptual framework and with the methodological tools of cognitive semantics.

3. Linguistic and semantic bases of the study

3.1 Measuring the conceptualization of translation

Measuring the conceptualization of translation has always been a challenge for TS scholars. Pym (2007) has distinguished deductive approaches to the definitional task (called by him “formal conceptualizations”, see for example a “stipulative, criterial definition of translation” proposed by Zethsen and Hill-Madsen 2016, 703–705, and Zethsen 2007, 297–300) and inductive ones. In the latter, he placed Halverson’s ‘prototype survey’, together with Akrich, Callon and Latour’s work (2006) on “intuitively collected historical terms, related in terms of networks” (Pym 2007, 153–154). Many other studies can be classified within the inductive paradigm: studies on metaphorical expressions used by subjects when referring to translation or translator (see e.g. Pressas and Martín de León 2011, 2014; Skibińska and Blumczyński 2009), inquiries on etymology and the meaning of words referring to translation and translator described in lexicographical sources (Skibińska and Blumczyński 2009), or ethnography-oriented studies gathering professionals’ opinions on the delimitation and meanings of such terms as “translation”, “interpreting”, “transcreation”, “localization”, “reviewing”, etc., as parts of their translation-based businesses in the environment of translation services (Kuźnik 2019a, 2019b, 2019c; Dam and Zethsen 2019).

It was in the field of cognitive linguistics, namely in cognitive semantics – and in our case thanks to Halverson’s publications (1998, 1999, 2000, 2002) – that we encountered an interesting and rigorous method for measuring the concept of translation, i.e. the core concept of our discipline. In this approach, the concept of translation is meant as a semantic category that can be studied and fruitfully defined using the prototype perspective.
3.2 Categorization theory and prototype semantics approach

The theoretical background underlying our study (and that of Halverson) brings us to Lakoff’s work on categorization (1987), and to the categorization theory which intends to explain how people categorize things. This theory deals, on the one hand, with the distinction between ‘all-or-none’ classical categories (concepts), as they have been understood from the time of Aristotle till the late work by Wittgenstein (1958), and, on the other, with non-classical, prototype categories (concepts), proposed by Wittgenstein (1958) in the field of philosophy of language and by Rosch and her research team (see e.g. Rosch 1973, 1978; prototype theory) in the field of psychology (see also Halverson 1998, 12-14).

Briefly defined, classical categories “[...] were assumed to be abstract containers, with things either inside or outside the category. Things were assumed to be in the same category if and only if they had certain properties in common. And the properties they had in common were taken as defining the category” (Lakoff 1987, 6, cited in Halverson 1998, 13). Traditionally, concepts have been explained against a checklist of necessary and sufficient conditions. According to a classical categorization, a list of these necessary and sufficient conditions determines if an object belongs to a category or not. In other words, objects belong to the category if they meet all the conditions and meet those conditions only; conversely, objects that lack one condition or that have additional features cannot belong to that category (L’Homme 2020, 24).

Wittgenstein (1958) and Rosch (see e.g. 1978) presented several arguments against classical categorization. Wittgenstein (1958) demonstrated that not all category items share a set of common features, and that there may be no common characteristic for all of the items. In the prototype semantics approach, a category may be infinitely extended, may contain ‘better’ examples (more central) and ‘worse’ ones (more peripheral), and thus the task of specifying a fixed boundary for well-defined categories is impossible. Prototype theory and prototype-informed research have shown that “[...] virtually all natural language concepts show signs of having graded membership (not all members are equal), and fuzzy boundaries (where one concept stops and another starts is indeterminate)” (Halverson 2000, 4, see also Lakoff 1987, Langacker 1987). The prototype semantics approach can be applied satisfactorily to both concrete and abstract concepts: from the most physical concepts (e.g. the colour red) to the most abstract (e.g. the category of number or game), and has been intensively developed by Polish researchers, among many others (see e.g. Wierzbicka 1985, and Barmiński’s works, e.g. Bartmiński, Niebrzegowska-Bartmińska, and Brzozowska 2016, Bartmiński 2018).

TS scholars have adopted both the categorization and prototype theories, directly from cognitive linguists or through Halverson’s works, and satisfactorily integrated
them in their research (see e.g. Tymoczko 2005, 1083–1086 and the “open” or “cluster concept”; Zethsen and Hill-Madsen 2016, 695–697 for their theoretical discussion with Halverson’s “prototype argument”; also Dam and Zethsen 2019, 213–214).

3.3 The Polish words *tłumaczenie* versus *przekład*

The limited scope of this paper does not allow us to provide an extended contrastive analysis of the terms *oversettelse* and *tłumaczenie*, nor on the opposition between *tłumaczenie* and *przekład* in Polish. In what follows, we briefly explain why we prioritized in our study the word *tłumaczenie* over the competing word *przekład*.

Skibińska and Blumczyński, using a lexicographical approach, thoroughly analyse the etymology and evolution of the meaning of the Polish words *tlumaczyć*, *tłumaczenie*, *tłumacz* and *przekładać*, *przekład*, *przekładacz* (2009, 31–34). The authors conclude: “[…] the meaning of both *tlumaczyć* and *przekładać* as ‘to translate’ has become entrenched in contemporary Polish usage” (Skibińska and Blumczyński 2009, 34). Another Polish researcher, Lewicki, describes in detail both lexemes as general language words and as specialized terms. For Lewicki, in the field of Polish TS, the term *tłumaczenie* refers to the translation process, and *przekład*, to the translation product (2017, 13–27), but we do not support his distinction.

Another Polish TS scholar, Tomaszkiewicz, argues that “in the Polish tradition these terms [*tłumaczenie* and *przekład*] are used in many contexts in an interchangeable way”, without considering their semantics (Tomaszkiewicz 2006, 64)\(^1\), while Skibińska and Blumczyński contend: “It seems that the most unmarked term for translation in Polish is *tłumaczenie*” (Skibińska and Blumczyński 2009, 32). Furthermore, in Polish, the opposition between translation and interpreting does not exist because there is no specific word to refer to oral translation (‘interpreting’). In Polish, written translation is simply called *tłumaczenie pisemne* and interpreting, *tłumaczenie ustne*, i.e. oral translation.

In our previous studies conducted among representatives of the translation industry (Kuźnik forthcoming [a]), we argue that professionals do not use the term *przekład* at all, since it is an academic word and refers exclusively to literary translation.

Furthermore, the words *tłumaczenie* (and not *przekład*), *tłumaczyć*, *tłumacz*, and *tłumaczeniowy* are generally used in Polish legal and economic regulations dealing with the activity of translators and interpreters, i.e. in the Polish Classification of economic

---

\(^1\) Original quotation in Polish: “W polskiej tradycji terminy te [*tłumaczenie* i *przekład*] używane są zamiennie. […] Faktem jest, że w wielu kontekstach używamy ich zamiennie, nie zastanawiając się nad semantyką tych dwóch pojęć” (Tomaszkiewicz 2006, 64), in this paper translated into English by Kuźnik).
Activity (Polska Klasyfikacja Działalności gospodarczej, PKD), the Polish Classification of professions and specializations for the labour market needs (Klasyfikacja zawodów i specjalności na potrzeby rynku pracy), the Polish Law of 25 November 2004 on the profession of sworn translator and interpreter (Ustawa z dnia 25 listopada 2004 r. o zawodzie tłumacza przysięgłego), the Polish Law of 4 February 1994 on copyrighting and related rights (Ustawa z dnia 4 lutego 1994 o prawie autorskim i prawach pokrewnych); and finally, in the Polish version of the ISO 1700 norm “Translation services – Requirements for translations services” (Usługi tłumaczeniowe - Wymagania dotyczące świadczenia usług tłumaczeniowych), and before, in the Polish version of the European norm EN 15038, i.e. PN-EN 15038:2006. Therefore we used the term tłumaczenie, and not przekład, in our study.

4. Replication of Halverson’s survey

4.1 Methodological strategy of replication

Inspired by Olalla-Soler’s enquiry into the practice of replication in empirical translation and interpreting studies (2020), we decided to run a survey which had originally been designed and conducted in 1997 by Sandra Halverson at the University of Bergen (Halverson 2000). To do so, we chose one paper by Halverson (2000) in which she presents her study in detail. The background for this paper is provided in other publications, where she discusses some of the philosophical, theoretical and empirical issues related to translation and interpreting from the viewpoint of cognitive linguistics (see e.g. Halverson 1998, 1999, 2002). This paper by Halverson (2000) guided us throughout all the replication process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only paper containing the methodological details and results of her study.

Halverson’s empirical study was based on two theoretical premises aiming to define the concept of translation from a semiotic perspective based on a categorization theory and prototype semantics approach towards categories (concepts) proposed in the field of cognitive linguistics.

Due to the fact that an inductive strategy gives priority to the data gathered rather than to the prior consistency of theoretical statements, and that the empirical data depends on social, time and place factors, we found it interesting to contrast one set of results, which casts light on conceptualizations of translation from a semiotic point of view, with another set from later research. Broadly speaking, there are three main differences between Halverson’s study and ours:

1. Time: our survey was conducted almost 20 years later (the exact difference at the moment of data collection was 21 years),
2. Place: our data was collected in Poland, and not in Norway, but still in a European context,

3. Native language: we asked Polish-speaking subjects about their concept of tłu-
maczenie, and not of oversettelse, both being considered as the closest equivalent
to the English concept of translation in Polish and Norwegian, respectively.

This new set of circumstances – time, space and language – were operating in a joint,
mixed, interdependent manner, and that is why our replication cannot be considered
an exact one (Crandall and Sherman 2016, 93, cited in Olalla-Soler 2020, 6), but rath-
er a constructive one, since it sought “[...] not ‘only’ to provide additional evidence for
or against an existing finding but also to [...] extend findings” (Hüffmeier, Mazei, and
Schultzze 2016, 86, cited in Olalla-Soler 2020, 6).

Due to the fact that three parameters differ from Halverson’s study simultaneously
(time, place and language), we were not able to treat them separately and measure a
particular impact for each of them. Our survey did not aim to discover a cause-effect
chain, but rather to consider all three of them jointly as a set of different data. How-
ever, we consider the first parameter, i.e. time, as predominant over the other two.
On the one hand, the time lag of 21 years seems long enough to make it possible to
register qualitatively significant, discrete changes in society, produced by advances
in technology, media and accessibility, since both Poland and Norway are immersed
in a – more or less – shared, European and globalized context. Concerning the third
difference, i.e. language, apart from the assumption, widely accepted by the transla-
tion scholars’ community, of the ‘closest equivalents of the concept of translation in
different European languages’ (see section 1), we do not consider the etymology of
words a valid indicator of their contemporary meaning and use (Pym 2007, 159–160).

The fact of replication puts a study, and in particular, the publications communicating
it to the wider scientific audience, subject to a serious test (Neunzig 2017, 49), because
only studies reported in a rigorous way are able to generate comparable studies and
results. According to a widely accepted definition, replication is “the repetition of the
methods that led to a reported finding” (Schmidt 2009, cited in Olalla-Soler 2020, 3).
When performing this replication, we tested the accuracy of all the methodological
features of the previous survey.

4.2 Semiotic nature of the concept of translation in Halverson’s survey

When trying to determine “which instances of an object may be included in the con-
cept [of translation]” (Halverson 1998, 12), Halverson used Toury’s revision (1986) of
Jakobson’s definitions of intralingual, interlingual and intersemiotic translation (1959),
and proposed the following three dimensions: (1) type relationship (i.e. intra- versus intersemiotic dimension), (2) token relationship (i.e. intra- versus intersystemic dimension), and (3) linguality dimension (presence or absence of natural language on at least one side of the translational process) (Halverson 2000, 5; see also Table 2 in this paper).

Her main hypothesis is that the concept of translation (translation category in terms of prototype semantics; Norwegian oversettelse) demonstrates prototype effects, i.e. membership gradience and fuzzy, permeable boundaries (Halverson 2000, 4, 7; see also Halverson 1999). Halverson states that “none of [the three above mentioned dimensions] constitute necessary and sufficient conditions for membership in the ‘translation’ category, and that they play different roles, i.e. demonstrate varying salience, in informants’ evaluations” (Halverson 2000, 5). As a secondary hypothesis, she posits that the central instances for the translation category are constituted mostly by cases of intersystemic operations and, in particular, between two linguistic systems clearly differentiated by the Norwegian language users.

The results obtained offer empirical evidence and support the main hypothesis (translation category shows prototype effects) and secondary hypothesis (central instances of translation are mostly intersystemic, lingual operations).

5. Methodology

5.1 Sample and main methodological characteristics of data collection

We collected data using a seven-value scale questionnaire (see the Appendix) from 103 translation-naïve undergraduate students at the very beginning of the academic year 2018-2019 (end of September and beginning of October 2018) at the University of Wrocław, Institute of Romance Studies (French, Spanish and Italian studies), in the south-western region of Poland. Table 1 shows the main methodological characteristics of our survey (right-hand column), comparing them to those of Halverson’s (middle column).

Table 1. Main methodological characteristics of Halverson’s study (Halverson 2000, 7) and our study (in italics: different aspects, specific to our study).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. Halverson’s study</th>
<th>Our study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place</strong></td>
<td><strong>Institute of Romance Studies (French, Spanish, Italian) (Poland)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Department at the University of Bergen (Norway)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td><strong>at the very beginning of the fall semester of 2018</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during the spring and fall semesters of 1997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training received</strong></td>
<td><strong>no training in translation theory:</strong> the students were all considered to be equally theoretically naive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no training in translation theory: the students were all considered to be equally theoretically naive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some training in practical translation: one third of the subjects were approximately half-way through the introductory course in practical translation</td>
<td>no training in practical translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience of translation</strong></td>
<td><strong>no experience of translation:</strong> the students were all considered to be equally practically (professionally) naïve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[data not provided]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statistical representativeness</strong></td>
<td><strong>sampling techniques not adopted, representativeness of the group not statistically guaranteed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sampling techniques not adopted, representativeness of the group not statistically guaranteed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Questionnaire adapted to the Polish context

Our instrument, a seven-value scale questionnaire (see Appendix), is based on Halverson’s questionnaire (Halverson 2000, 14–15), which is in turn a slightly adapted version of the Coleman-Kay methodology for studying the prototype effects of the English word “lie” (Coleman and Kay 1981). The seven-value scale corresponds to a degree of certainty on whether a type of translation is perceived by the respondents as a central or peripheral one. On this scale “[...] one through three were various degrees of ‘yes, it is a translation’ [1 = completely certain; 2 = quite certain; 3 = somewhat certain], while five through seven were the corresponding ‘no, it is not a translation’ responses [5 = somewhat certain; 6 = quite certain; 7 = completely certain]” (Halverson 2000, 5).

6. Results obtained

In this section, we first present the results of our survey in order to check the main hypothesis of our study, and then we compare these results to the Halverson’s findings in order to check our additional hypothesis. Tables and figures already contain both sets of results.

When performing the quantitative analysis, we calculated descriptive statistics (minimum, maximum, mean values and standard deviation). Our further statistical decisions were based on graphical representations of data obtained in the study.
6.1 Descriptive quantitative analysis of our study

6.1.1 Means and standard deviation

Table 2 shows mean scores and standard deviations for each text pair. In general, the mean values in our survey are distributed among responses pertaining to the affirmative attitudes “yes, it is a translation” and the neutral ones “do not know” (minimum mean 1.301; maximum mean 5.135).

Table 2. Mean scores and standard deviations (s) for each text pair in Halverson’s study (2000, 8, Table 2; for text pair 5, the systemic-level boundary was questioned by Halverson) and in our study (in italics: mean scores and presence of linguality).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>text pair</th>
<th>text A (our study)</th>
<th>text B (our study)</th>
<th>Halverson’s study (1997, Norway)</th>
<th>Our study (2018, Poland)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mean score s</td>
<td>mean score s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 intrasystemic</td>
<td>visual system (traffic signalization: traffic light)</td>
<td>visual system (traffic signalization: traffic sign)</td>
<td>3.960 2.634</td>
<td>4.515 2.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 intersystemic</td>
<td>numeric monetary system of USD currency (specific sum in USD)</td>
<td>numeric monetary system of PLN currency (same sum in PLN)</td>
<td>3.099 2.027</td>
<td>4.155 2.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 intersemiotic</td>
<td>visual system (traffic sign)</td>
<td>language system (verbal content of the traffic sign)</td>
<td>1.752 1.615</td>
<td>2.184 1.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 interlingual</td>
<td>language system (sentence in standard English)</td>
<td>language system (sentence in standard Polish)</td>
<td>1.426 0.864</td>
<td>1.301 1.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 interlingual (?)</td>
<td>language/ dialectal system (sentence in Silesian dialect)</td>
<td>language system (sentence in standard Polish)</td>
<td>1.663 1.458</td>
<td>1.689 1.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 intralingual</td>
<td>language system (sentence in standard Polish)</td>
<td>language system (reformulated sentence in standard Polish)</td>
<td>3.545 2.138</td>
<td>3.650 2.104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The neutral response “do not know” begins at point 3.500 and ends at point 4.499 (grey area in Figure 1), and it seems that text pairs 4, 5, and 3 are included in the affirmative responses, while text pairs 6 and 2 are included in the “do not know” area. Text pair 1 seems to be the only one placed slightly on the negative side (closer to “no, it is not a translation”, with a rather high standard deviation 2.072), and finally text pair 7 is likely to be excluded from the neutral area and put more convincingly on the negative side (with a lower standard deviation 1.837, than text pair 1), but still, not very strongly. No mean scores correspond to categories 6 or 7 on that scale (“no, it is not a translation, and I am quite or completely certain about that”). In summary, we may state that, taken all together, none of the text pairs evaluated by our subjects were clearly rejected as not being translations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>text pair</th>
<th>text A (our study)</th>
<th>text B (our study)</th>
<th>Halverson’s study (1997, Norway)</th>
<th>Our study (2018, Poland)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>visual system (painting)</td>
<td>aural system (music)</td>
<td>5.040 1.849</td>
<td>5.135 1.837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 intersemiotic (semiotic-level boundary, systemic-level boundary)

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Mean values for 7 text pairs in Halverson’s study and our study (for standard deviation, see Table 2).
The order of the mean values (from the lowest mean value to the highest) can be registered as follows: 4, 5, 3, 6, 2, 1, 7. In addition to the order of the means obtained, the standard deviation of mean scores grows along with the mean scores, i.e. low mean scores present low standard deviation, and high mean scores present high standard deviation.

If we consider the results in a more visual way, which highlights its radial, ripple-like structure (Figure 2), we may conclude that text pairs 4, 5, and 3 constitute the most central items.²

![Text pairs (mean values)](image)

**Figure 2.** Radial structure of the concepts of *oversettelse* and *tłumaczenie*.

The responses obtained in our survey do not show a normal distribution, as seen in Figure 3.

---

² For the visual forms of representing central and peripheral positions of instances in the translation concept, see also Halverson 1998, 15, Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 3. Histograms with distributions of responses by text pair in our study.
The responses for the text pairs 4, 5 and 3 are distributed asymmetrically with a strong left-side asymmetrical predominance, while text pairs 1 and 7 present a weak right-side dominance. The distribution of text pairs 6 and 2 tends to be uniform. Because of this non-normal distribution of the data, and mainly due to the fact that, in our study, we deal with dependent samples (the same subjects during the same data collection moment responded to the items from 1 to 7), it was not possible to carry out statistical tests such as the one-way ANOVA or Scheffé tests (Scheffé, 1999) that were performed by Halverson (2000, 8). The creation of sub-groups of closest text pairs (so-called “rings” in Halverson’s paper) was carried out, in our case, only on the basis of descriptive analysis.

6.1.2 Pattern of prototype effects: The “three rings”

The 103 respondents in our study perceived as central instances (a “first ring”) text pairs 4, 5 (both interlingual translations, with language on both sides of the translational process), and 3 (intersemiotic translation, with language on one side of the translational process). These items were perceived as actual translations (affirmative answers), with different levels of certainty. Text pair 4 (interlingual translation between two well-differentiated linguistic systems, “translation proper”, as in Jakobson’s classification from 1959) was clearly the most central element, but the two remaining types of translations were also included in the "tłumaczenie" concept (text pair 5: interlingual translation between dialect and standard language, and text pair 3: intersemiotic translation between visual and language systems).

Beyond the “central ring”, as a “second ring”, young Polish subjects placed text pair 6 (intralingual, with language on both sides of the translational process) and text pair 2 (intrasystemic translation). These pairs were characterized as indefinite, with no opinion from the respondents, neither affirmative or negative: in other words, a “do not know” response.

We may consider the remaining text pairs, i.e. text pairs 1 (intrasystemic translation) and 7 (intersemiotic translation), which both lack language on both sides, as being excluded from the "tłumaczenie" concept, albeit weakly. They correspond to the “third ring” of the "tłumaczenie" concept established by our subjects.
6.2 Comparison with Halverson’s study

6.2.1 Means and standard deviation

In general terms, the mean values obtained in our survey are surprisingly very similar to those obtained by Halverson (Table 2, Figures 1 and 2). However, three differences can be observed (Figure 1): differences in mean scores (and standard deviations) for three text pairs: text pair 2 (difference=1.056), text pair 1 (difference=0.555), and text pair 3 (difference=0.432), in descending order.

The difference in text pair 2 seems to be the greatest, and we do not have any valid explanation for this. The Polish informants probably encountered some problems in understanding of this text pair, and saw it as an unclear item to evaluate. Furthermore, as Halverson affirms in her paper, this text pair relies on an intersystemic boundary between two different currencies expressed in a numerical form (in our study: 10 and 3.65), followed by a conventionalized currency symbol (in our study: $ for USD and zł. for PLN), but, in our opinion, the users’ perception of this text pair as a non-linguistic text can be questioned. It is quite possible that they saw in this text pair some traits of linguality anyway.

The order of the mean values (from lowest to highest) is also quite close between our research and Halverson’s study (order: 4, 5, 3, 2, 6, 1, 7), with the exception of text pairs 2 and 6, which are interchanged. This probably corroborates the unclear status of text pair 2.

The standard deviation of the mean scores we obtained shows the same tendency that was already identified by Halverson: “there is greatest intragroup certainty about the most central member, and that as average uncertainty grows, so does the range of responses (a finding which is intuitively appealing)” (Halverson 2000, 8). Interestingly, the subjects excluded text pair 7 from the translation concept and displayed a general intragroup unanimity about this exclusion in both studies (s = 1.849, and 1.837, respectively; Table 2).

6.2.2 Pattern of prototype effects: The “three rings”

If we analyse Halverson’s mean scores according to the three areas of response (Figure 1), among the general affirmative response “yes, it is a translation” (with different degrees of certainty – scores going from 1.000 to 3.499), there are four text pairs: 4, 5, 3, and 2 (and not three text pairs, as in our survey); in the non-defined “do not know” area (going from 3.500 to 4.499), there are two text pairs: 6 and 1; and in the general
negative “no, it is not a translation” area (with different degrees of certainty – going from 4.500 to 7.000), there is only one text pair: pair 7 (and not two text pairs, as in our survey). That means that, contrary to our hypothesis, young Norwegians had a wider conception of oversettelse at the end of twentieth century than young Poles had of the tłumaczenie concept at the end of the second decade of the twenty-first century. However, it should be pointed out that these differences are not very strong: text pairs 1 and 2 really behave as frontier items, because in Halverson’s study they gave different results in two different statistical tests (Halverson 2000, 9, 11).

7. Discussion

7.1 Completion of a constructive replication: Ambivalent effect

The methodological strategy of a replication applied in our study had an ambivalent effect: on the one hand, the original survey by Halverson inspired ours in a positive way, but on the other hand it became our main structural constraint, as we had to follow, as close as possible, Halverson’s original conceptual assumptions, methodological design, data analysis techniques and forms of data representation.

We appreciated all the methodological details reported in Halverson’s paper from 2000, and the fact that her original instrument (questionnaire) had been translated from Norwegian into English and reproduced in the appendix of her paper. However, we had no access to her complete dataset with numerical results, and thus could not execute any kind of comparative operations or graphs (e.g. to generate paired boxplots).

7.2 Confirmation of our main hypothesis and further research

Returning to the hypotheses, our main hypothesis, claiming that the Polish concept of translation is not uniform and includes different semiotic types of translation, from which some types are perceived as central (prototypical), and others as peripheral, has been confirmed. In terms of prototype semantics, we demonstrated empirically that the tłumaczenie concept shows prototype effects (gradual membership and fuzzy boundaries), as does the oversettelse in Halverson’s survey: the seven text pairs are graded in the tłumaczenie concept, and none of the three dimensions (semiotic-level boundary, systemic-level boundary, presence of linguality) constituted necessary and sufficient conditions for inclusion into the concept.

However, the recognition of fuzzy boundaries in our data seems to be less convincing, because the dimension of linguality is even more likely to stand for the necessary and sufficient condition for items to be included in the tłumaczenie concept. Taking as
evidence our data collected in 2018 in Poland, if we considered text pair 1 as being excluded from this concept (Halverson did not), and if we interpreted simultaneously text pair 2 as featuring some linguistic traits in the language users’ perception, we could thus state that the presence of linguality plays a crucial role of necessary and sufficient condition in the case of the *tłumaczenie* concept. This tentative conclusion would suggest a stronger linguistically founded nature of the Polish *tłumaczenie* compared with the Norwegian *oversettelse*.

Additionally, it is worth mentioning that further research should be carried out concerning the evaluation of differences in register in the Polish language as an intralingual boundary. The interaction between linguality and the system-level boundary merits deeper attention, as Halverson herself discovered a different salience of the involvement of language and of the system-level boundary in objects positioned in the central places and those placed in the peripheral ones (Halverson 2000, 10–12). If we could find better methodological instruments to measure this kind of perception in Polish language users, then the system-level boundary would probably be considered the necessary and sufficient condition, together with the linguality dimension. The key issue to be explored in future studies will be the question of what kind of boundary Polish native speakers perceive as system level (‘the lowest one’), and whether they need to perceive any boundary at all in order to call some activity *tłumaczenie* in their surrounding reality.

7.3 Rejection of our additional hypothesis and possible reasons

As a second point, in conducting this research we wanted to establish to what extent the results obtained in our study were different from Halverson’s, i.e. to check whether the instances of the *tłumaczenie* concept already include firmer forms of intersemiotic and intralingual operations. Our additional hypothesis, which supposed a semiotically expanded notion of translation in the Polish context, encompassing more objects of intersemiotic and intralingual translations than that perceived by the young Norwegians in 1997, was not confirmed in our data. In fact, the results suggested the opposite. We may conclude that the young Poles’ conception of *tłumaczenie* at the end of the second decade of the twenty-first century is almost the same as the conception of *oversettelse* by young Norwegians at the end of twentieth century. Moreover, this is quite surprisingly to us, as the semiotic nature of translation, i.e. the pattern of effects for the *tłumaczenie* concept that has been revealed, is very close to the pattern identified for the *oversettelse* concept.

It is likely that the difference in time between these two populations (21 years, almost a quarter of a century) was not a determinant factor, and other factors not considered would be crucial in this study, such as:
• The parameter of space, i.e. huge differences in standards of living between the two countries; it is possible that, even if Poland and Norway share a similar European geopolitical context, the advances in technology, multimodal mass-media and accessibility in Poland in 2018 were actually similar to those seen in Norway 21 years ago; in that sense, the Polish youth had finally ‘caught up’ with their counterparts living in Norway more than two decades earlier;

• The parameter of language, but not in the sense of differences between Polish and Norwegian, rather in the sense of the imported English cognitive structure of the word *translation*, adopted by young native, non-specialized, Polish and Norwegian speakers as a *lingua franca* word. Although the Polish word *tłumaczenie* has (probably) Turkish origins (Skibińska and Blumczyński 2009, 32), and the Norwegian word *oversettelse* comes from Latin through Middle Low German (15th century), young Poles and Norwegians are probably both strongly influenced by the English word *translation* and the cognitive structure underlying it. This explanation would be complementary (if not opposite) to the previous one: the mechanisms of globalization operate mostly through English (*lingua franca*), regardless of the possible huge differences in living conditions between European countries.

This cross-linguistic and cross-cultural import from the cognitive structure of the English *translation* and related ‘translation’ concepts” in other, but still local European languages, even in the case of non-direct Latin etymologies, was already suggested by Halverson (2000, 13), and our findings are likely to go in the same direction.

Furthermore, we should consider three methodological limitations that may have an impact on the measurement performed and thus would alter our results to some extent:

(1) There was an absence of alternative concepts of translation; in both studies, only one concept was taken into account, without measuring other interrelated, neighbouring, competing concepts like “paraphrase”, “interpretation”, “rendering” (Halverson 2000, 5), so the limiting impact of the questionnaire (with its specific examples of wordings and images) used in both studies might be considerable. When these competing concepts are taken into account in a research design and in a particular instrument, the image of an underlying cognitive structure becomes richer and more complex; at least, this was the case of our exploratory study on the cognitive structure of the “translation service” concept (FR *service de traduction*), in which such terms as “adaptation” (FR *adaptation*; Kuźnik submitted), “copywriting” and “transcreation” (FR *rédaction, transcréation*; Kuźnik 2019b) were mentioned in 2015 by the interviewed representatives of five French translation enterprises (SME), and consequently included in our analysis;
(2) Samples were small and statistically unrepresentative; in both studies, data were gathered in two samples of 103 subjects selected through the procedure of convenience sampling, quite often used in TS (see for example the studies reported in Risku, Rogl, and Milosevic 2019), and due to the limitations of this sampling procedure, the results obtained cannot be statistically generalized to the whole population of young Norwegians and Poles;

(3) Samples were qualitatively and conceptually inadequate; even if we consider students starting their undergraduate training in English, French, Spanish or Italian studies a social group non-specialized in translation theory or in translation practice, they could have entered the university with some basic (imported?) notion of translation due to their interest in foreign languages. In that case, they could not be seen as translation-naive users of Norwegian and Polish, but rather as trainee translators; they would thus perceive the concept of translation not as part of general, non-specialized language, but rather as a (specialised) term pertaining to a specialized area of knowledge.

8. Concluding remarks

Apart from these limitations and suppositions, one final conclusion seems to be clear: when talking about oversettelse or tłumaczenie, native-speaking European language users all refer not only to examples of interlingual translation (Jakobson’s “translation proper” from 1959) but also – although to a lesser extent – to objects of intralingual transfer between standard language and its dialectal variations (text pair 5) and to objects of intersemiotic transfer between visual and language system (text pair 3). In other words, the semiotic nature of the concept of translation is wide in the sense that it includes intralingual and intersemiotic translations, but at the same time, is narrow because intralingual and intersemiotic translations are peripheral compared to interlingual translation, which still remains central.
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## Appendix

Questionnaire used in our survey (images in text pairs 1 and 3 retrieved on 20 September 2018 from Free Stock Photos PEXELS: www.pexels.com)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A (material [source])</th>
<th>B (material [target material])</th>
<th>C (material [optional material])</th>
<th>D (material [additional information])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Wiecorie? / How was your day?</td>
<td>1. Nie, to nie jest tłumaczenie [No, it is not a translation]</td>
<td>1. 3.65 zł</td>
<td>1. Sieľnie! I am at work today!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A (materiał źródłowy)  
| [source material] | B (materiał docelowy)  
| [target material] | Tak, to jest tłumaczenie  
| [yes, it is a translation] | Nie, to nie jest tłumaczenie  
| [no, it is not a translation] |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Jesteśmy tego zupełnie pewni / pewien  
| [completely certain] | Jesteśmy tego dość pewni / pewien  
| [quite certain] | Jesteśmy tego tylko trochę pewni / pewien  
| [somewhat certain] | Nie wiemy  
| [do not know] | Jesteśmy tego tylko trochę pewni / pewien  
| [somewhat certain] | Jesteśmy tego pewni / pewien  
| [quite certain] | Jesteśmy tego zupełnie pewni / pewien  
| [completely certain] |

6. Ona zawsze powtarza w kółko to samo.  
[She always repeats the same things over and over again.]  
Bardzo lubi się powtarzać.  
[She likes to repeat herself.]  
1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7

7. „Cztery Pory Roku” Vivaldiego  
[“The Four Seasons” by Vivaldi]  
[obrazy przedstawiające cztery pory roku, namalowane pod wpływem słuchania „Czterech Pór Roku” Vivaldiego]  
[pictures representing four seasons painted under the influence of listening to “The Four Seasons” of Vivaldi]  
1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7
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